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Summary

Wide-field direction-selective neurones from the optic lobes of the butterfly
Papilio aegeus show some properties similar to those displayed by the large
neurones of the fly lobula plate. Temporal and spatial frequency threshold tuning
curves show that butterfly optic lobe neurones sensitive to different directions of
image motion are fed by presynaptic subunits similar to those of the fly. However,
unlike fly lobula plate neurones, the butterfly optic lobe neurones show a steep
low-spatial-frequency roll-off which persists even at high temporal frequencies.
Also exceptional is the temporal resolution of rapid changes in image speed by the
butterfly neurones. When the cells are adapted to continuous motion their
responses indicate a further increase in temporal resolution. Evidence is provided
that in any one state of adaptation the neurones may be thought of as piece-wise
linear and, thus, their responses can be predicted by convolution with a velocity
kernel measured for that adaptation state. Adaptation to continuous motion
results in the cells responding to motion in proportion to the mean motion signal.
Motion in the non-preferred direction also appears to adapt the cells. Velocity
impulse responses of both butterfly and blowfly neurones were determined with
one-dimensional gratings and two-dimensional textured patterns and the results
for the two stimuli are shown to be very similar.

Introduction

Motion-sensitive neurones in Lepidoptera have been known for some time
(Collett and Blest, 1966), the majority of work having been on hawk moths
(Collett, 1970, 1971, 1972; Rind, 1983a,b) although there are reports of such cells
in butterflies (e.g. Swihart, 1969). The temporal and spatial frequency tuning of
motion-sensitive interneurones of blowflies has been investigated at contrast
threshold to quantify their responses and to gain some insight into their
presynaptic circuitry (e.g. Zaagman et al. 1978; Dvorak et al. 1980; Mastebroek et
al. 1980; Srinivasan and Dvorak, 1980). We take the same approach here to
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determine the characteristics of subunits presynaptic to a class of motion-sensitive
neurones connecting the medulla and midbrain of butterflies. We have provided
detailed information about the anatomy and directional selectivity of these cells
elsewhere (Ibbotson et al. 1991).

In addition to an examination of the spatial and temporal tuning of the large
medulla neurones, we also examine the cells' adaptation to image motion by
examining their velocity impulse responses in a variety of adapting conditions.
Srinivasan (1983) and Zaagman et al. (1983) were the first to characterize motion-
sensitive neurones by their motion or velocity impulse responses. The velocity
impulse response is simply the response to a brief displacement of the image. If the
neurone's response to the stimulus is linear then the response to any complex
motion stimulus can be predicted by convolution of the time-varying velocity
signal with a scaled version of the impulse response, which we refer to here as the
velocity 'kernel'. Further explanation of the meaning of the velocity kernels is
provided in the Materials and methods and Discussion sections.

Investigation of the HI neurone in the fly (Zaagman et al. 1983) showed that the
width of the impulse response, and thus also the integration time, was not constant
but instead depended upon the time-averaged rate of stimulation. At high
stimulation rates the impulse response narrows and the integration time can drop
to about 10ms. With very low stimulation rates (> lHz) the integration time
expands to about 300 ms (Zaagman et al. 1983; Maddess, 1986). This is a significant
departure from linearity in the neurones' response to image velocity. Neverthe-
less, it is possible that the neurones may be thought of as being piece-wise linear,
i.e. linear within any one adaptation state, in which case the velocity kernel may
still characterise a neurone's response in a given adaptation state. The experiments
that follow examine two questions. First, the extent to which the medulla neurones
of Papilio aegeus change their response characteristics as a function of adaptation
to different velocities. Second, whether the cells can be thought of as being piece-
wise linear, i.e. whether the impulse response obtained in a given state of
adaptation is useful for characterising the neurone's response in that adaptation
state. Two further sets of experiments examine whether the neurones adhere to
Weber's law with changes in adaptation state. Some experiments using two-
dimensional textured stimuli are compared to the results obtained for one-
dimensional gratings.

In simple terms, a demonstration of rough adherence to Weber's law and
linearity within each adaptation state ('piece-wise' linearity) would mean that the
neurones change their response characteristics to suit the recent history of image
velocities. Thus, when the average incoming visual signal is moving quickly, the
cells would respond optimally and linearly (within a limited range) to rapid
fluctuations of the image, i.e. in adapting, the system becomes attuned to
detecting high velocities. When the average incoming visual signal is moving
slowly, the cells would respond optimally to slow fluctuations in the velocity of the
scene. This adaptation is, therefore, similar to light adaptation in photoreceptors,
where the encoded stimulus quality is referred to as 'contrast'. Behavioural
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correlates of the adaptation of motion-sensitive neurones have also been reported
for the fly (Kirschfeld, 1989).

Materials and methods
Animals and preparation

Butterflies, Papilio aegeus aegeus Don., were collected locally or raised from
caterpillars found in the Canberra area. Male and female butterflies were used,
and no sex-specific response characteristics were observed. After their wings had
been clipped, the animals were waxed (50% beeswax and 50% cello resin) to an
articulated stand. The head was tilted slightly forward, the scales of the neck
region removed and a hole was cut to reveal the lobula region of the right optic
lobe. The large tracheae covering the optic lobe were left largely intact and
tungsten in glass electrodes (Merrill and Ainsworth, 1972) were guided between
the tracheae to reach the brain. A landmark used in the positioning of the
electrodes was a pigmented blob that is always found on the dorsal surface of the
optic lobe. Subsequent anatomical investigations of Papilio aegeus have revealed
that this pigmented blob lies over the posterior optic tract (Fig. 1), which contains
the axons of the large medulla neurones: 55 intracellular fills of cells in this region

100 ^m

Fig. 1. A horizontal cross section of the right visual brain of the butterfly Papilio
aegeus showing the recording site (arrow) and a camera lucida drawing of a large
medulla neurone sensitive to vertical downward motion over the ipsilateral (right) eye.
Notice that the arborization within the medulla is limited primarily to the posterior
surface, which corresponds to the front of the eye. The small pigmented blob described
in the text as a landmark for electrode placement lies in the region pointed to by the
arrow. Based on intracellular recordings (Ibbotson el al. 1991), it is believed that most,
if not all, of the recordings presented were from medulla neurones of this class. LP,
lobula plate; OF, oesophageal foramen.
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yielded only neurones of this class (Ibbotson etal. 1991). It is, therefore, expected
that the bulk of the recordings presented here are from the large medulla
neurones. For comparison with previous studies, we also examined the responses
of lobula plate neurones in the blowfly Lucilia cuprina dorsalus R.-D. Standard
recording techniques were used for the flies (Maddess and Laughlin, 1985). The
data presented are based on records from 29 butterfly and 5 blowfly neurones on
which experiments were completed and several more records from incomplete
experiments.

Since temperature can affect the dynamics of the phototransduction process in
the insect retina (Payne and Howard, 1981), all comparative fly/butterfly
experiments were carried out in a temperature-controlled laboratory, the tem-
perature variation of the room being 23±2°C. All animals were prepared for the
experiment in this same room and the preparation period allowed the room to
come to equilibrium temperature. Room temperature was continuously measured
by a recording thermometer placed about 70 cm from the animal in the Faraday
cage of the recording set-up. Experiments where butterfly neurones were not
compared with flies were conducted in another room where the temperature
ranged from 26 to 28 °C (see Howard et al. 1984).

Records from single units were amplified by standard methods and converted to
uniform 0.5 ms pulses after detection by a level discriminator. Pulses were either
recorded by the computer controlling the stimulus (Digital Electronics Company
LSI-11/03 or NEC 386/20) and/or tape recorded for later, off-line analysis. It was
difficult to orient the animals exactly to the cathode-ray tube (CRT) face because
their black eyes obscure their pseudopupils, but an attempt was made to have the
animals squarely view the centre of the CRT. Comparisons of receptive field
profiles from ipsilaterally and contralaterally recorded cells showed that horizontal
alignment was good to within ±5°. In this paper ipsilateral is taken to mean that
the cell's excitatory receptive field was primarily on the same side of the head as
the recording electrode. The relatively flat receptive fields of vertical cells made
accuracy of alignment in the vertical direction less certain.

Experiments and stimuli

The preferred directions of a cell were assessed using sinusoidal gratings at a
variety of orientations. Directional selectivity was assessed in trials where the
grating was moved for 3 s periods of to-and-fro motion between equal periods
when the grating remained stationary on the CRT. When the preferred orientation
had been established, a cell's receptive field was determined by repeatedly
sweeping a bright (180% of the mean luminance) bar (1.2° wide at the CRT
centre) across the CRT.

The threshold contrasts for different spatial and temporal frequencies were
determined in trials with sinusoidal gratings presented for 3 s periods of motion in
the preferred direction, interspersed with equal periods of no motion. Response
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threshold was determined by comparison of the mean spike counts obtained from
the periods when the stimulus moved and when it was stationary. Mean spike
counts were determined for 8-10 repetitions. A stimulus was taken to be at
threshold when the mean spike number obtained from the moving phase minus
one standard deviation was just less than the mean count from the stationary phase
plus one standard deviation. At first the threshold temporal tuning was established
with the same grating used to find the preferred orientation. Once the optimum
temporal frequency had been established, contrast thresholds were determined for
different spatial frequencies. The stimulus generating equipment has been
previously described (Maddess and Laughlin, 1985) and the mean luminance for
all the experiments described so far was 4cdm~2.

Velocity impulse responses were determined in a different stimulus arrange-
ment. Sinusoidal gratings of 0.2 cycles degree"1 were presented in a rectangular
window of 50°x60° using an HP1332A monitor at a mean luminance of 40cdm~2

(green P31 phosphor) and with a video frame refresh period of 5.35 ms. These
experiments involved measuring the neurones' responses to brief impulses of
velocity presented against a steady adapting velocity. The effects of afterimages
(Maddess, 1986) were minimised by varying the spatial phase of the grating at
which the velocity impulse occurred in each trial. Afterimage effects were thus
averaged out.

In these experiments the inter-spike interval was recorded with a resolution of
0.01ms. These data were reorganised into histograms with lms bin widths. The
1 ms bins allowed accurate measurement of response delays but at the same time
meant that the histograms contained information at frequencies up to 500 Hz. It
was clear, however, from examination of these raw histograms that the infor-
mation of interest was at lower frequencies and this was obscured by high-
frequency noise. Therefore, simultaneously to remove the high-frequency noise
and to preserve information about response delay, these histograms were digitally
filtered using a recursive zero-phase shift algorithm with a high-frequency cut-off
of 100, 200 or 250 Hz depending on the frequency band of interest. The zero-phase
shift process ensured that, while high-frequency noise was removed from the
traces, the 'delay' of the lower-frequency components of interest was unchanged.

A set of four separate tests was repeated several times on each of the nine
neurones studied in the velocity impulse experiments. The four experiments
examined (1) the response of the neurone to impulsive jumps of the image against
various adapting background velocities, (2) the ability of the cell to resolve two
closely paired impulsive jumps, (3) the ability of the cells to resolve the time
courses of different jumps which had the same total displacement and (4) the
possibility that the cells on adapting show a gain control that follows Weber's law.
Trials from these four experiments were interleaved and then repeated for about
6h to obtain sufficient data from each cell.

Experiments in which butterfly and fly neurones were compared were conducted
with another stimulus consisting of 128 luminous dots (0.1° diameter) randomly
arranged to provide a two-dimensional texture across the CRT. The use of flies in
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these tests provided controls to confirm that the responses generated by textured
stimuli were consistent with previous results obtained for one-dimensional grating
stimuli (Srinivasan, 1983; Maddess and Laughlin, 1985). Experiments of this kind
were completed for 10 cells. The background luminance was provided by dim
incandescent room lights and was 100 times dimmer than the dots. Computer
simulation models of the blurring effects of the flies' optics on this stimulus
indicate that the stimulus presented an average contrast of about 100 % to the
photoreceptors. The coordinates of the dots were obtained from a table of random
numbers with an even distribution. The matrix of dots spanned the CRT along its
horizontal axis (63°). The minimum distance between the dots was 1.3° (at the
CRT centre). The dots were redrawn every 6.57ms. The smallest dot displace-
ment allowed positional increments of 0.13° which, in conjunction with the refresh
time of 6.57 ms, allowed drift rates as slow as 1.98 degrees s"1. The trial time for all
these experiments was 1.68 s, or 256 refreshed 'frames' of dots, and between 100
and 400 trials were averaged for each test condition. Velocity increments or
decrements were presented on top of an adapting velocity which varied from 0 to
80 degrees s"1.

Background to velocity kernels

The Fourier transform of the velocity kernel yields the amplitude spectrum of
the system. The Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function of the kernel is
the power spectrum. Thus, the impulse response potentially provides a quicker
method for obtaining the same information as harmonic analysis. So, rather than
laboriously testing the response of a neurone with a range of frequencies, the same
information can be obtained simply by measuring the response to a brief stimulus.
In the case of the velocity impulse response or kernel, the frequency domain
representation describes responses to frequencies of back-and-forth oscillations of
the image, not the contrast frequency.

A property of systems that can be characterized by their impulse responses is
that the time course of the stimulus becomes irrelevant once the overall stimulus
duration is sufficiently short. In such cases, the system then responds only to the
time integral of the stimulus, hence stimuli that are brief enough to meet this
criterion are said to be 'impulsive'. Srinivasan (1983) showed that when impulsive
image displacements were presented once every 1.5 s the HI neurone in the lobula
plate of the fly gave the same response to a gTating moved at 8.33 degrees s"1 for
60 ms or 83.3 degreess"1 for 6 ms: the neurone gave the same response as long as
the stimulus duration was less than 60 ms and the total displacement was constant.
In other words, the neurone can be said to have an 'integration' time of 60 ms.
Long integration times, of course, mean that a neurone's response to high
frequencies will be attenuated. Conversely, narrow impulse responses, i.e. short
integration times, are indicative of relatively better high-frequency responses. For
impulse responses that have a finite area, an analytical restatement of this idea is
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that the 'equivalent width' of the autocorrelation function of the impulse response
is exactly equal to the reciprocal of the equivalent width of the power spectrum:

autocorrelation(/)df ,„.
_ power spectrum(O) . .

autocorrelation(O) f°° /T^JT-'
power spectrum(F)dF

J —OO

where t is time and F is frequency.

Results
Receptive fields and general response characteristics

Receptive fields of the neurones were characterised by moving thin bars across
the face of the CRT (see Materials and methods) at a variety of drift velocities.
The receptive field of an ipsilaterally recorded cell sensitive to downward motion
(Fig. 2) shows several characteristics typical of the vertical cells, six of which had
their receptive fields determined in detail. The receptive field sensitivity profiles of
vertical cells were rather flat: only by removing a d.c. bias of 60 impulses s"1 can a
slight preference for stimuli in the ventral visual field be seen for the cell of
Fig. 2A. The receptive field (Fig. 2C) and orientation preference (Fig. 2D) of a
contralaterally recorded horizontal cell from the animal's right optic lobe show
marked similarity to the behaviour of the fly neurone HI. However, 55
intracellular dye injections (Ibbotson et al. 1991) at the same site (Fig. 1) failed to
reveal any lobula plate neurones, so it appears that this cell may be a bilateral
medulla neurone like that described by Milde (1988) in the moth Manduca sexta.

When assessing cells' directional preferences, some trials of 60s duration were
conducted to reveal any adaptive effects similar to those reported for fly lobula
plate neurones (Maddess and Laughlin, 1985). In the two examples shown
(Fig. 2B,D) there is a conspicuous change in sensitivity suggested by the gradually
waning response during the 15 s of preferred motion. Notice that the cells'
responses do not come to a steady state even over a period of 15 s. Also notable is
the fact that the stimulus contrast in both cases was only 0.4, which is not
saturating and, therefore, the adaptation is proceeding without the stimulus
driving the cell very hard. The temporal frequencies used to produce the responses
shown in Fig. 2B,D were the moderately high rates of 6 and 8 Hz, respectively,
and so, given that the contrasts were not saturating, the likely source of response
decline is temporal-frequency-dependent adaptation (Maddess and Laughlin,
1985).

Unlike the horizontal units of Fig. 2C,D, most cells tended to have higher
background discharge rates and responded to motion in the non-preferred
direction with a marked decrease in spike rate, so that responses took on a more
bipolar character (Figs 2E,F, 4C). The elevation of the background rate was not
an effect of adaptation (Maddess and Laughlin, 1985) because even in trials where
me receptive fields were determined, i.e. where any one part of the eye was
stimulated only occasionally, the background rate could still be high. Two
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examples of high background rates under these unadapted conditions are shown in
Fig. 2E. Of the eight cells examined, two were sensitive to upward motion, two to
downward motion (both ipsilateral) and four preferred horizontal motion in th<
direction counter to the flow field, as does the fly neurone HI.
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Fig. 2. (A,C,E) Receptive fields plotted as a function of visual field eccentricity where
the origin corresponds to the point directly in front of the animal on the horizon. For
vertical cells positive eccentricity corresponds to the dorsal visual field, while for
horizontal cells positive eccentricity corresponds to the animal's visual field on the right
side of the body. (B,D,F) Post stimulus histograms from the cells shown in A, C and E,
respectively, showing the directionally selective response of the neurones to drifting
sinusoidal gratings. The dashed curve in each panel indicates the time course of the
moving stimulus, where upward deflection corresponds to drift in the preferred
direction. The preferred directions for B, D and F were (B) downward motion over the
ipsilateral eye; (D) horizontal posterior to anterior motion over the contralateral eye;
(F) posterior to anterior. The spatial frequencies used in B, D and E were 0.14, 0.14
and 0.12 cycles degTee"1 and the temporal frequencies were 6.0, 8.0 and 6.0 Fiz,
respectively. For the receptive field plots of A, C and E the width of the drifting line
was 1.2° and the drift velocities of the lines were 50, 20 and SOdegreess"1,
respectively. The number of repetitions for A, C and E were 200, 500, 200 and for B, D
and F 4, 5 and 8, respectively. A has been filtered with a zero phase shift digital filter
with a cut-off frequency of 0.5 cycles degree"1, so that its spatial resolution matched
that of C and E, which were more coarsely sampled. Bin counts in A, C and E are
interpolated with straight lines. Arrows in B, D and F denote the direction of image
motion as seen by the animal.

It is possible that the high background spike rates observed were artefacts
caused by depolarisation of the neurones by mechanical damage, but several
points argue against this. First, cells with low background spike rates, which we
will call half-wave rectifying units because they effectively clip inhibitory re-
sponses, were observed in the same preparation after recording from bipolar units,
arguing for reasonable neuropile health and, second, a large number of fly lobula
plate cells, the non-spiking HS and VS systems, do give bipolar responses, so this
behaviour is not without precedent. Finally, intracellular records (Ibbotson et al.
1991) from these cells indicate that the higher background rates are probably
natural because depolarisation, typical of mechanical damage to neurones, is not
required to generate high background activity.

A variant on the bipolar responding cells was an ipsilateral-contralateral pair
(Fig. 2E), which each appeared to be inhibited by the other, either directly or
indirectly, providing an interesting binocular interaction. The butterfly in this case
was a female. The contralateral cell, whose receptive field is drawn with a dashed
line (Fig. 2E), was found immediately after losing the response of its ipsilateral
sister cell (Fig. 2E solid curve).

Spatial and temporal frequency tuning

As in flies (Srinivasan and Dvorak, 1980), spatial frequency threshold curves
(e.g. Fig. 3A,B) provide strong evidence that the spatial frequency selectivity of
butterfly optic lobe cells is set by small subunits, since the tuning in no way
resembles the Fourier transform of the optic lobe cells' receptive field but, instead,
js consistent with small retinotopic units (see Discussion). The spatial tuning of
cells sensitive to vertical or horizontal motion was similar, suggesting a similar
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Fig. 3. Threshold contrast as a function of spatial (A,B) and temporal (C,D)
frequency. (A,C) Spatial tuning curves for the vertical cell shown in Fig. 2A,B, and a
horizontal cell whose receptive field was like that of the cell shown in Fig. 2C,D.
Spatial tuning curves for cells of the type displayed in Fig. 2E,F (not shown) were very
similar. The spatial tuning curves indicate prefiltering by small-photoreceptor-sized
subunits, and were obtained at a temporal frequency of 8 Hz. (C,D) The temporal
tuning curves indicate peaks around 12 Hz and were measured with a spatial frequency
of 0.12 cycles degree"1. The error bars are 95% confidence limits. Complete response
versus contrast functions (not shown) were obtained in the act of approaching the
contrast threshold (see Materials and methods) and the slopes of these contrast
response functions near threshold were used to change the response variance at
threshold into an equivalent contrast for the production of the error bars shown.

subunit structure. A feature of all the spatial contrast sensitivity curves is the steep
low-frequency roll-off, which is quite unlike that in the fly HI cell, particularly at
temporal frequencies around 10 Hz (Dvorak et al. 1980), where almost no
reduction in sensitivity is observed for the fly units below 0.1 cycles degree"1.

A significant feature of the eight cells whose threshold contrasts were also
determined for a range of temporal frequencies was that they were all maximally
sensitive to temporal frequencies around 10-12 Hz. Data are shown (Fig. 3C,D)
for the cells illustrated in Fig. 2A,C. Peak sensitivities around 10-12 Hz were the
norm for cells of all directional selectivities, indicating similar temporal tuninb
mechanisms in their presynaptic subunits, at least for stimuli near threshold.
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Adaptation to superthreshold stimuli may change the relative tuning of the
different cell types.

Velocity impulse stimuli

A set of four tests was repeated several times on each neurone studied in this
group of experiments (see Materials and methods). The first of these four
experiments examined the response of the neurone to impulsive jumps of the
image against various adapting background velocities. These results showed that
for stimulus repetition rates like those used by Srinivasan (1983) (about 1.5 s, i.e.
quite unadapted) the impulse responses of butterfly neurones exhibited a range of
behaviours, as illustrated by the impulse responses of three neurones responding
to image motion (Fig. 4A,B,C). The responses of the butterfly neurones were, on
the whole, narrower than those of the fly HI neurone (cf. Figs 4C and 11B,D).
This imphed that the neurones should easily discriminate stimuli with time courses
that would be confused by fly HI (Srinivasan, 1983). When adapted to higher
image velocities, the responses of all the cells became biphasic (Fig. 4D,E,F); this
suggests a newly acquired 'high-pass' frequency characteristic in response to scene
oscillations. The change in response shape demonstrates that the cells cannot be
considered to have static response properties.

To examine the changes in the response waveform accompanying adaptation in
more detail, we summed the responses of five ipsilateral horizontal cells whose
responses were nearly indistinguishable. Fig. 5A-E shows the effect on the
impulse response of progressively higher adapting velocities. The adapting
velocities for each impulse response in Fig. 5 are shown beside each waveform but
are expressed as the temporal frequencies generated by moving the 0.2 cycles
degree"1 gratings. Thus, 12 Hz corresponds to an angular velocity of 60 degrees
s"1. Overall it can be seen that as the adapting velocity increases the impulse
responses become narrower and progressively more biphasic. It is necessary to
restate here that in each trial the spatial phase of the gratings was shifted so that
any afterimage effects (Maddess, 1986) were averaged out. Responses to an
impulsive jump in the preferred direction imposed against adapting velocities in
the non-preferred direction are also shown (Fig. 5F). Adaptation to a higher
velocity in the non-preferred direction (Fig. 5F, solid curve) also appears to
narrow the impulse response.

The second set of experiments run on each cell attempted to find the 'integration
time' of the cells. The stimulus consisted of repeated trials in which a brief
displacement of an otherwise stationary image occurred every 1.52 s. The total
displacement of the image was always the same, 0.625°, but the time course of the
displacement varied (Fig. 6D). Fig. 6A,B shows responses where the times over
which the displacement of 0.625° occurred were, from the top down, 16, 8,4,2 and
1 video frames of 5.35 ms duration. The neurones clearly resolve the longest two
displacements but, as duration of the motion pulse shrinks below four frames, or
Jims, the responses appear to be indistinguishable. That is, displacements that
occur in less than 20 ms are impulses as far as the neurone is concerned. To provide
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Fig. 4. Velocity impulse responses of three neurones (vertical pairs of panels) in
relatively unadapted (A,B,C) and highly adapted (D,E,F) states. In the unadapted
state, the cells show a range of behaviours, but when the cells are adapted their
responses become similar. For A-C, the only motion was the periodic displacement of
the grating every 1.6s by 0.625°. For D-F, in addition to the periodic jumps there was
continuous motion of the 0.2 cycles degree"1 grating at 12 Hz. The cells shown in A,D
and B,E were sensitive to regressive horizontal motion, whereas the cell shown in C
and F was sensitive to downward motion. All three were ipsilateral units.

a closer inspection of the similarity of the responses shown in Fig. 6A, the
responses to displacements occurring over more than one frame time were
subtracted from the response to a displacement of 0.625° in one frame (Fig. 6C}
With this close inspection it appears that even the response to a jump of two
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Fig. 6. The integration time of two relatively unadapted cells (A,B) assessed by
varying the time taken to move a grating a small fixed distance. The five stimuli are
summarised in D: the product of velocity and time in the five cases always produces a
displacement of 0.625°. (A,B) The responses of the cells to the slowest to the fastest
stimuli are shown from top to bottom. In the top traces of A and B the cells clearly
begin to resolve the slow rectangular velocity pulse. By the bottom traces of A and B,
however, the time courses of the responses become indistinguishable and hence the
integration time of the cell has been approached or exceeded. (C) The vector
differences between the bottom-most curve of A and the other curves of A presented
at higher temporal resolution to highlight the differences.
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frames (see Fig. 6C, dashed curve) is slightly different from the response to a jump
of one frame.

The previous experiments suggest that even in the unadapted state the butterfly
neurones should be able to resolve two brief displacements even when they are
placed close together. Our third experimental type was thus to measure the 'two-
pulse' resolution of these same cells. Responses from a cell where 0.625°
displacements were presented with separations of 1, 2, 3 and 4 video frames are
given in Fig. 7A-D, respectively. The cell, one of the five whose responses are
averaged in Fig. 5, clearly resolves the two displacements even when they are
separated by only 16 ms. The responses shown in Fig. 7A-D are replotted
together in Fig. 7E for ease of comparison. The responses of four other cells to
interdisplacement times of five video frames (32 ms gaps) are shown in Fig. 7F.

Piece-wise linearity

So far little has been said about the ability of the cells to be considered as being
piece-wise-linear, i.e. Linear within a given adaptation state. The observation that
the responses to pairs of displacements did not differ greatly (Fig. 7 and
unpublished data obtained using the drifting dots stimulus) suggests that second-
order nonlinearities may not be large. A proof of the concept that the cells could
be regarded as piece-wise linear would be the demonstration that responses to
more complex stimuli could be predicted by convolution of the velocity kernel.
The velocity impulse responses of Fig. 5C,D,E are replotted in Fig. 8A,C,E along
with the average responses (Fig. 8B,D,F; dashed curves) of the same cells to
repeated stimulation by longer rectangular pulses of velocity superimposed on the
same adapting velocities as were used to produce the impulse responses. Shown in
solid curves in Fig. 8B,D,F are the predicted responses of these neurones for each
adaptation state. The predicted curves are clearly similar to the responses to the
longer pulses.

In obtaining the predicted responses the background spike rate was first
subtracted from the responses in Fig. 8A,C,E, which were responses to displace-
ments of 0.625° in one video frame (5.35 ms). The resulting responses were then
scaled by 1/0.625, to model the responses as responses to displacements of 1°;
these scaled responses are what we refer to as velocity kernels, and they have units
of impulses s"1 degree"1. The kernels were then convolved with the stimulus
(having units of degrees s"1) and the original background spike rates were then
added back. Perhaps the most interesting feature of the responses is the suggestion
from the impulse response of Fig. 8E that the d.c. gain of the system when adapted
to 12Hz stimulation would be almost 0. This prediction arises because, with the
background subtracted, the area under the response of Fig. 8E is almost 0 and the
gain of a linear system at OHz is exactly equal to the area under the kernel (see
Fig. 12, Discussion). Following this prediction, the response of the cell in Fig. 8F
to the plateau of the velocity pulse (OHz) is almost equal to the steady-state

Response, i.e. no response.
As well as the time course of the responses, it should be emphasised that the
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course of the extended velocity pulses of B, D and F are shown as dash-dot lines.
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gain, or scale, of the responses to the longer pulses is also well predicted by
convolution of the stimulus with the velocity kernels. This is demonstrated by the
observation that the amplitudes of the velocity increments used in the experiments
of Fig. 8B,D,F were very different but the amplitudes of the responses were,
nevertheless, well matched by the predictions. The different amplitudes of the
velocity pulses were used because a secondary purpose of the test pulses used in
experiments like those of Fig. 8B,D,F was to investigate whether the neurones
encode velocity relative to the mean background velocity. That is, the long
velocity pulses were designed to test whether the neurones exhibit Weber's law
(equation 2) which was our fourth velocity adaptation experiment. In the
experiments of Fig. 8B,D,F, the amplitude of the velocity increments was in each
case 50 % higher than the background adapting velocity. If Weber's law were to
operate, then the cell's responses to the 'Weber' test pulses should reflect the
relative velocity, i.e. cells would encode the percentage difference in the velocity
of the pulse relative to the adapting velocity rather than the absolute velocity.
Similar behaviour in fly lobula plate neurones has also been demonstrated
(Maddess and Laughlin, 1985).

Weber's law states that:

&:(AStimulus) , „
AResponse = — , (2)

Stimulus
where a change in the response or the stimulus is indicated by a capital delta, the
bar over the quantity in the denominator indicates an average and A: is a constant.
A system obeying Weber's law gives a constant-sized response to all stimuli that
are the same fraction of the mean stimulus.

Fig. 9A summarises the responses of five cells whose responses to a 50%
increase in stimulus velocity were obtained for three background velocities each an
octave apart. The responses are not significantly different, indicating that Weber's
law roughly holds and that the cells, when adapted, respond to relative velocity
rather than to absolute velocity. The data of Fig. 9A only demonstrate that
Weber's law works for 50 % increments. It would be instructive to show that the
gain control works at a variety of other velocities as well. Experiments were,
therefore, carried out on one other horizontal cell.

Complete velocity-response functions were obtained from a cell in both the
adapted and unadapted conditions. To make the results of this experiment more
easily generalizable to the real world the visual stimulus pattern was a previously
described (Maddess and Laughlin, 1985) random one-dimensional pattern whose
contrast distribution and spatial frequency content mimicked that of natural
scenes. The lateral shift in the point at which saturation appears in the adapted
response curve (Fig. 9B) indicates that continuous motion decreased the cell's
absolute sensitivity to stimulus speed but increased its relative sensitivity to faster-
moving objects. Since the plot is logarithmic, the lateral shift indicates that the
gain change is the same over the whole response range. There was also a slight IOSM
of the maximum attainable spike rate, but the loss of information capacity
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Fig. 9. If the cells were to obey Weber's law, the response to percentage deviations
from the different adapting velocities would be the same, i.e. the cells would only
encode relative velocity. The data are those of Fig. 8B,D,F replotted against adapting
temporal frequency. (A) Despite the fastest stimulus (17.5 Hz or 87.6 degrees s"1)
being four times faster than the slowest one (4.4Hz or 22 degrees s"1), the cells
respond to the percentage change, i.e. their responses to 50% velocity increments are
not significantly different. Error bars are standard deviations of five cells' responses.
(B) To achieve Weber's law, a simple multiplicative change in gain is required between
adaptation states. The lateral shift between the unadapted (dashed) and adapted
(solid) curves indicates such a multiplicative gain change. The adapting velocities were
0 (dashed line) and 34 degrees s"1 (solid line). The shift means that while the cell
responds less well to small velocities when adapted it, nonetheless, gives better
response modulation to changes in velocity centred on 40 degrees s"1. Each point in B
is the average of 200 trials and the 95 % confidence limits on each value are smaller
than the symbols. The responses were obtained in random order. The abscissa is given
as 'angular velocity+10' to allow the response to 0degreess~l, i.e. the background
spike rate, to be shown.

indicated by the reduced dynamic range is probably more than offset by the
increase in temporal resolution that was also observed. The shift is thus analogous
to that seen in photoreceptors on adaptation to higher average light levels and
which leads to the encoding of image contrast (e.g. Laughlin and Hardie, 1978).

Some information about absolute velocity is retained in the cells in the form of
their steady-state spike rate. Consistent with results obtained in the fly HI neurone
(Maddess and Laughlin, 1985), the steady-state spike rate increases with increas-
ing adaptation state, providing some indication of the absolute velocity but on a
very slow time scale. Therefore, in adapting, the cells appear to be sacrificing
information about the absolute velocity in return for higher temporal resolution of
rapid motion. Also consistent with results from the fly (Zaagman et al. 1983) was
the finding (not shown) that neither the time to peak nor the delay of the impulse

^responses appears to contain any significant information about the background
velocity.
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Frequency response

Since the data of Figs 8 and 9 indicate that the cells may be thought of as being
piece-wise linear, it is therefore reasonable to examine the Fourier transforms of
the velocity kernels to assess the effects of adaptation on the temporal frequency
response of the neurones. The reader should keep in mind that the frequencies
referred to here are frequencies of back-and-forth oscillations of a scene rather
than contrast frequency. The velocity kernels suggested that, with adaptation to
higher velocities, there is a diminution of the representation of lower temporal
frequencies. Fig. 10A,C,E shows the Fourier transforms of the velocity kernels
derived from Fig. 5A,C,E. The responses indicated by the ordinate represent the
predicted response of the cell in each of the three adaptation states to oscillation of
the test scene by a sinusoidal time-varying velocity having an amplitude of
1 degrees"1. For example, Fig. IOC indicates that when the cell has been adapted
to a mean image velocity of 14.6 degrees s - 1 the response to a further 10 Hz
oscillation of the scene of amplitude 1 degree s"1 would be a response modulation
of about 2.5 impulses s"1. An interesting feature of Fig. 10A,C,E is that whereas
the response to low frequencies diminishes with adaptation, the gain of the high-
frequency response, from 10 to 100Hz, hardly changes at all (note that the
ordinate scale in Fig. 10A differs from that in Fig. 10C,E).

Other stimuli

A possible criticism of the previous experiments is that the responses were for
the most part to sinusoidal gratings (note the exception of Fig. 9B). It would be
instructive to explore other more general stimuli to see whether the adaptive
properties described above are an artefact of stimulation with periodic patterns or
some other such effect. To this end, some responses were obtained to moving
fields consisting of drifting dots (see Materials and methods). As in the impulse
response experiments described above, the stimuli were single displacements of
the field of dots presented against a range of adapting drift velocities. As the
excitatory phases of the impulse responses were already very narrow, even in
relatively unadapted conditions, the best indication of variations in temporal
tuning proved to come from the inhibitory phases of the impulses responses
obtained under adaptation in continuous motion. The responses obtained in these
experiments (not shown, but see fly experiments below) were very similar to those
of Fig. 4, which were obtained with gratings. Other experiments, such as those of
the integration time experiments of Figs 6 and 7, were also repeated with the
drifting dot stimuli and the results were in agreement with those obtained with
gratings.

Comparison with flies

The drifting random dot pattern was also tested on fly lobula plate neurones to
provide a basis for comparison and also to record the first velocity impulsed
responses of lobula plate neurones determined with two-dimensional stimuli.
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Fig. 10. Amplitude spectra (A,C,E) and phase shifts (B,D,F) for velocity kernels
derived from Fig. 5A,C,E. Notice that the gain of the higher frequencies appears to
change little, while the gain of the low frequencies of image oscillation is reduced by
about 20 times.

Velocity impulse responses of the fly vertical cell shown in Fig. 11A were narrow
even in the unadapted case, and become narrower and biphasic when the cell was

^dapted to continuous motion (inset of Fig. 11 A). Judging by its ipsilateral
position and preference for downward motion, this cell may be the VI cell
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Fig. 11. Velocity impulse responses of a sample of Lucilia cuprina lobula plate cells
obtained with the random dot pattern (see Materials and methods). (A) Response of a
vertical cell to downward jumps (inset, the response of the same cell with adaptation to
constant motion at 20 degrees s"1). (B,C) The unadapted responses of two HI cells are
in agreement with previous results obtained with gratings. (D) A cell sensitive to
downward motion. (A,B,D) Responses to single-frame (6.57ms) displacements
(jumps) of the field of dots by 0.83°; (C) the response to jumps of 0.42°.

according to the nomenclature of Hausen (1976). Some cells sensitive to
downward motion (e.g. Fig. 11D) and some HI neurones (Fig. 11B,C) showed
much broader velocity impulse responses. The results for the fly HI neurones
accord with results obtained with grating stimuli here and elsewhere (Srinivasan,
1983; Zaagman et al. 1983). Thus, it would appear that the responses of fly lobula
plate neurones to the two-dimensional dot stimulus are, as expected, similar to
those induced by gratings.

Discussion

Bipolar responses

Spiking cells that give unrectified directional responses, and so have been here
dubbed 'bipolar', seem conceptually and computationally simpler than cells that
give rectified responses because bipolar-response cells will not require a second
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cell to code the other stimulus polarity. However, half-wave rectification and the
use of two cells to code a signal might make sense because such a scheme
constitutes a form of range fractionation. By having two or more cells, each with a
limited information capacity, share the responsibility of responding to a given
stimulus dimension, the ability of each cell to represent fine changes in the
stimulus is enhanced. The high background spike rates of the neurones described
here do not appear to be due to adaptation because they can occur when even
relatively unadapting stimuli, such as slowly drifting lines, are used (e.g.
Fig. 2A,E).

Contrast sensitivity functions

It was pointed out in the Results section that the spatial frequency tuning of
medulla neurones was more consistent with receptive fields the size of photorecep-
tors than the large fields displayed in Fig. 2A,C,E. This statement arises from the
fact that there is a spatial equivalent for equation 1 which says that broad spatial
frequency tuning requires a narrow receptive field envelope, i.e. tuning widths and
receptive field envelopes are reciprocally related (see Geisler and Hamilton, 1986,
for a discussion). The broad spatial tuning shown in Fig. 3A,B is, therefore, not
consistent with the broad receptive fields of Fig. 2A,C,E, but instead is indicative
of receptive field sizes close to those of photoreceptors. It has recently been
pointed out that the nonlinear process of motion detection will preserve the spatial
frequency tuning of presynaptic units (Egelhaaf and Borst, 1989), and so we
conclude that the spatial tuning observed in Fig. 3A,B represents that of units
presynaptic to the motion-detection process.

One conspicuous difference between the threshold spatial frequency tuning
curves of Papilio aegeus and those of the HI neurone of Lucilia cuprina (Dvorak et
al. 1980) is the steep low-frequency roll-off of the Papilio cells, even at high
temporal frequencies. In particular, fly HI cells show no roll-off at 10 Hz. Dvorak
et al. (1980) and Srinivasan and Dvorak (1980) took the lack of roll-off as an
indication that the temporal frequency response of spatially flanking inhibitory
zones around the subunit receptive fields was exceeded. This could indicate that in
the butterfly the lateral inhibition is not as sluggish as it is in the fly. This, in turn,
may be related to the observation that, overall, the unadapted temporal acuity of
the butterfly medulla neurones seemed to be somewhat higher than that of fly
lobula plate neurones.

Something other than simple lateral inhibition, however, may explain the spatial
tuning of motion-sensitive cells. This alternative arises from the finding by
Reichardt and Guo (1986) that the response of elementary motion detectors
(Reichardt, 1961) is, to a good approximation, proportional to the angular velocity
of the stimulus multiplied by a term containing the first and second spatial partial
derivatives of the stimulus (see also Reichardt and Egelhaaf, 1988). For two-
dimensional stimuli this effect means that arrays of such elementary movement
detectors will respond to moving objects as if the individual units were under the
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influence of spatially flanking inhibitory zones when, in fact, they are not
(Reichardt and Schogl, 1988). If this effect also explains the low-spatial-frequency
roll-off in the butterfly, the butterfly elementary motion detectors are obviously
somewhat different from their counterparts presynaptic to fly lobula plate
neurones.

On adaptation and velocity kernels

Why should direction-selective neurones adapt at all? The answer lies in the
finite number of just-discriminable responses that a neurone can generate. When
the number of just-discriminable states available is small compared to the requisite
decision time, the neural system may be forced to sacrifice some information so
that essential data are not lost. The response time of acrobatic insects, such as
butteflies and flies, in flight is approximately 30ms (Land and Collett, 1974;
Wehrhahn, 1984). At the same time, the information capacity of neurones like
those studied here is about 90 bits s~* (de Ruyter van Steveninck and Bialek,
1988). In one reaction time the neurone could convey about 6.5 (=29Ox003) just-
discriminable response states on which to base its flight correction. To put this in
its proper perspective, one must understand that insects give accurate, graded,
optokinetic responses to stimuli moved to produce contrast frequencies from as
low as 0.2 Hz to as high as 200Hz (McCann and MacGuinite, 1965). If the
optokinetic neurones responded linearly to this range of frequencies one is left
with the absurd prospect of reconciling animals that can produce fine optokinetic
tracking at contrast frequencies of 0.2Hz with neurones that cannot discriminate
changes of contrast frequency smaller than 30 Hz (=200/6.5). The present work
provides evidence that the dilemma is resolved by an adaptive process that
modifies the neurones' gain and temporal tuning to match motion signals
distributed about the current mean motion signal. Thus, the motion-sensitive
neurones studied here exhibit rough adherence to Weber's law and, in so doing,
spread their limited response states to span the prevailing distribution of motion
signals (cf. Laughlin, 1981, on encoding image contrast distributions).

Changes in the velocity impulse responses of medulla units in Papilio have been
observed and evidence of adaptive encoding of velocity contrast provided. Since
butterfly motion-sensitive cells apparently have adaptive properties similar to
those seen in the fly, it is useful to discuss current thinking on these adaptive
properties, which are probably a general feature of insect and mammalian
(Maddess et al. 1988) motion-sensitive neurones. Zaagman et al. (1983) first
demonstrated the narrowing of the velocity impulse response of the fly HI
neurone. Subsequently, Maddess and Laughlin (1985) and de Ruyter van
Steveninck et al. (1986) reached substantially the same conclusions about the
properties of this adaptation. Both these groups found that the adaptation
mechanism was spatially localised, possibly to a single elementary motion
detector, that response rate was not itself a determinant of adaptation level, that,
at least above 1 Hz, stimulus contrast was also not a major determinant of
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adaptation state and, finally, that complete recovery from even a few seconds of
continuous motion could take over 10 s.

The two groups then proceeded to measure different aspects of the effects of
image motion. Maddess and Laughlin (1985) examined what determined the rate
of response decay to continuous motion, whereas de Ruyter van Steveninck et al.
(1986) examined the effects of continuous motion on the time constant of the
velocity impulse response. An important difference in these studies was that
Maddess and Laughlin (1985) did not use stimulus temporal frequencies much
below 2 Hz and found that response decline depended on temporal frequency
rather than on velocity, de Ruyter van Steveninck et al. (1986) found that below
2 Hz the time constant of the velocity impulse response was a function of stimulus
velocity rather than stimulus temporal frequency. Maddess and Laughlin (1985)
avoided the low temporal frequency region because of the presence of afterimage
effects at these frequencies (Maddess, 1986).

Thus, the differing conclusions about what governs adaptation may reflect the
different temporal frequency domains used. It is possible that when average image
velocities are slow a scheme like that recently proposed by Reichardt et al. (1988)
could calculate the absolute image velocity. At high image velocities, this may be
too time consuming or unnecessary, given that adaptation means that only relative
velocity signals are available anyway. Thus, the factor governing adaptation levels
may switch from the veridical image velocity to relative measures such as temporal
frequency at high image velocities. Interestingly, a temporal-frequency-dependent
adaptation mechanism also operates in direction-selective cells of the cat visual
cortex (Maddess et al. 1988; Bonds, 1991).

In a more recent study of adaptation of the velocity impulse response of lobula
plate neurones, Borst and Egelhaaf (1987) have confirmed that even temporal
modulation of luminance, in the absence of a motion signal, adapts HI and other
lobula plate neurones. Maddess and Laughlin (1985) also reported this but
maintained that moving stimuli were more effective at adapting HI than flicker at
the same temporal frequency. Maddess and Laughlin's (1985) evidence was again
based on the rate of response to steady stimulation while Borst and Egelhaaf
(1987) examined the time constant of the velocity impulse response. They
concluded that flicker changed the neurone's time constant almost as much as
motion.

To relate the two experiments it is necessary to realise that the impulse
responses measured by Borst and Egelhaaf (1987) have a clearly 'low pass'
character. That is to say their impulse responses look like those in Fig. 12A,C and
the gains of the frequencies at OHz, and so the relative gains of all other
frequencies, are determined exactly by the area under the impulse response. In
other words, for two impulse responses with the same shape but different scales,
the relative gains of all frequencies are exactly determined by the gain at OHz.
Fig. 12 shows two velocity kernels and their amplitude spectra. Notice that, as
suggested, the gain at OHz is exactly equal to the area under the impulse response
and so the relative gains of all other frequencies in the two spectra are scaled by a
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Fig. 12. Hypothetical velocity kernels (A,C) and their Fourier transforms (B,D)
indicate the effect on response gain of the area of the velocity kernel and how this
effect is independent of the time constant of the kernel. The area of two 'low pass'
kernels which have similar time courses completely determines the relative gain of all
the frequencies and is exactly equal to the gain at OFfz.

similar amount. To examine a more concrete example, the area under the impulse
response of Fig. 5E is nearly zero and the gain at OHz and nearby frequencies is
very small (Fig. 10E).

In Borst and Egelhaaf s (19S7) results the time constants of the impulse derived
for 4 Hz motion and 4 Hz flicker were similar, but the magnitudes and areas of the
two impulse responses were quite different. An examination of these areas
indicates that the response of the HI neurone to velocity modulations, when
adapted to 4Hz motion, would be expected to result in response modulations six
times smaller than those produced by adaptation to 4 Hz flicker. This ratio of the
expected gains arises because the ratio of the areas of the impulse responses for
these two adapting conditions is 6, just as in the example of Fig. 12. Therefore, it
would appear that although the time constant of the velocity kernel is set by the
flicker rate the overall gain may be determined by the extent to which the stimulus
is dominated by motion or flicker.

In conclusion, direction-selective units in the optic lobes of the butterfly derive
their spatial tuning from small field units, as judged by threshold tuning curves.
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The spatial frequency tuning is very similar in horizontal and vertical cells,
indicating that similar small-field units are presynaptic to both. Threshold
temporal tuning curves are also similar for both horizontal and vertical cells, once
again suggesting similar subunit structure. Intracellular recordings reported on
elsewhere (Ibbotson et al. 1991) indicate that the neurones reported on here are
large medulla neurones.

Papilio neurones show signs of very high temporal resolution of changes in
image velocity, even in the unadapted state. In particular, relatively unadapted
units could resolve differences in the time course of stimuli (Fig. 6A,B) that a
similarly adapted fly HI neurone could not discriminate as being different
(Fig. 11B,C; Srinivasan, 1983). Also, pairs of velocity impulses are easily
discriminated, even when separated by only 16ms (Fig. 7B). These observations,
taken in conjunction with the lack of significant facilitation or inhibition of
responses to pairs of impulses (i.e. no indication of significant second-order
nonlinearities), suggest that the use of velocity impulse responses provides a
reasonable estimate of the cell's ability to resolve changes in image motion. The
fact that responses to more complex stimuli could be predicted by convolution
with velocity kernels measured for particular adaptation states reinforces the idea
that the cells can be thought of as being piece-wise linear. The conclusion of piece-
wise linearity is further reinforced by the fact that the stimuli used to obtain the
velocity kernels were strong: if significant nonlinearities were present they should
manifest themselves in response to powerful stimulation. Overall, the gradual
transition to biphasic responses with increasing adaptation to motion is suggestive
of a strategy similar to predictive coding (Srinivasan et al. 1982).

The Papilio neurones also appear to show adaptive characters similar to those of
lobula plate units in flies. Like the fly neurones (de Ruyter van Steveninck et al.
1986; Borst and Egelhaaf, 1987) adaptation was also observed to stimuli moved in
the non-preferred direction (Fig. 5F). Also like fly lobula plate cells, evidence is
provided that adaptation means that the cell's response does not encode absolute
image speed but, instead, velocity relative to the recent stimulus history, which has
been called 'velocity contrast' (Maddess and Laughlin, 1985) because of the
similarity between this process and the compression of light intensity into
luminance contrast by photoreceptors (e.g. Laughlin and Hardie, 1978).

We would like to thank A. James, S. Marcelja and M. V. Srinivasan for helpful
discussions.
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